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Abstract 

lhnnerical models of thermal recovery processes arising 1.n petroleu;;; 

er.gineering require accurate estimates of Lhe interaction between a 

reservoir and the surrounding cap and base rock. It is important to obtain 

en accurate appro::-simation of the energy flu:;; cit the interface between the 

reservoir and the surrounding rock, and the distribution of the temperature 

1.n tne surrounding rock 1.s of only secondary importance. A flux 

calculation procedure implemented as a post processing algorithm based upon 

a i:inite ele:.nent ceti100 is used to calculate an accurate appro:.:imation to 

the energy losses. 

Oscillatory oehavior l. s observed l.D the COL.jJUted tei:;:iperature 

distribution using a standard computational scheme. If the ti.me 

derivatives are lumped, the oscillatory behavior is avoided. Computational 

experiments performed on sample test cases possessing analytical solutions 

indicate an excellent agreetlent between the approxima"tions obta ineci using 

the lUtlped procedure and the exact solution. 

' 





l- Introduction 

Oil recovery oy steam lDJect1on 1s an econo~ically successful tertiary 

recovery mechanism. Accurate nUiilerical smulation of candidate steao 

stimulation anci ar1ve proJects 1s essential £or j_.,roper optimization of 

process parameters. Numerical simulation of thermal recovery is a comple:x 

unoertaking that requires concurrent models of various phenomena that are 

observed in the actual physical process. Examples of numerical models of 

therwal recovery oy steam inj·ection include Chu, Coats, George, and Harcum 

[l], ~leinstein, Wheeler, and vJoods [2], and Potempa [3]. 

An important pheno~enon that must be treateci in any model of thermal 

recovery is the energy flux frow the reservoir to the surrounding cap and 

tiase rock by conouctive neat flow. Hany different ..iethods are currently 

utilized for performing such energy loss calculations. Coats et. al. [l] 

use a finite difference superposition approach to calculate the energy flux 

from the reservoir to the overburden. Chase and O'Delf [4] introduce a two 

parai:aeter variational approach for heat loss calculations. \-/einstein Cs] 

utilizes a semi-analytic approach for overburden temperature distribution 

calculations. 

These approaches suffer fror.i practical limitations of one £om; or 

another. The variational approach useci by Chase and O'Dell [4] 1s unable to 

accurately treat flow reversal phenomena which are encountered in cyclic 

stea..i stimulation problems. The finite difference superposition approach 

used by Coats et. al. [lj does not perform enhanced energy flux 

calculations which are readily incorporated as a post processing of an 

approximate solution obtained using the finite elewent method [6]. It is 

difficult to decouple the overburden calculations in a backward Euler 
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fashion using the approach due to Weinstein [5]. Coats et. al. [l] 

mplement a r.iodif ied seoi-analy tic approach 1,,,hich allows an implicit 

decoupling of the reservoir anci cap rock calculations. They report that 

tne computational results ore similar to the finite ciiff erence 

superposition results, but that the modified semi-analytic approach is more 

expensive than the finite difference superposition scheme, measured in 

tenns of both storage and computer time. Another drawback of the procedure 

used by ~einstein [5] is that the flux is computed using a heuristic heat 

transfer coefficient. Computational experiments demonstrate that steam 

displacewent calculations are extremely sensitive to the precise numerical 

value of the heat transfer coefficient. 

The accuracy of some of these proceciures degenerates :tor flow regimes 

exhibiting a low Peclet number. In particular, the methods due to Coats 

et. al. [l] and Cnase and O'Dell [4] are inaccurate for combined reservoir 

and overburden systems exhibiting low Peclet numbers. The· procedure due to 
/ 

Weinstein [5] can treat flow regimes at both low and high Peclet numbers •• 

A new procedure for calculating the energy losses to the cap rock is 

ii:.plemented in the steam displacement oodel ciue to Potempa [3]. This 

procedure uses a finite element method for calculating the overburden 

temperature oistribution ·which is coupled with a procedure aue to Wneeler 

[6] for obtaining accurate energy flux estimates. The algorithm of Wheeler 

obtains improved flul: estimates by performing a straight forward post 

processing of the approximate temperature distribution obtained by the 

finite element method. Superconvergence properties of tnis algorithm are 

proved under certain assumptions by Douglas, Dupont, and Wheeler [7]. The 

superposition approach oue to Coats et. al. [l] is used to decouple the 
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ener~y flu); calculations fro.;i the reservoir material and energy balance 

calculations. Although the procedure outlined in ths investigation is only 

accurate for flow re 61mes exhibiting high Peclet numbers, an extension is 

indicated for treating cases with a low Peclet nUl.lber which typically arise 

10 reservoir olowdo .. rn calcuiations. 

Oscillatory behavior is observed in ,the computed temperature 

distribution using a standard computational scheme. The unphysical 

behavior is eliminated by hmiping the time cierivatives which arise in 

applying the finite element ·method to the parabolic differential equation 

governing the physical system. The luuped sche:.ie is deruonstrated to 

properly treat flow reversal. 

i. Physical Problem 

The areal extent of the reservoir is assumed to be a bounded domain D 

. d . R2 
containe in • The cap rock is considered to be the semi-infinite three 

dimensional domain n = nx(O ,=). Let k denote the th~rmal conductivity in 
C C · • 

the cap rock. 

heat capacity. 

governed by 

p denote the cap rock density. and C denote the cap rock 
C C 

Let the temperature distribution T 
C 

v•kVT =(pCT) 
C C C C C t 

in the overburden c- be 
""'c 

(1) 

Let T denote the reservoir temperature distribution, and k denote the 
r r 

reservoir thermal conductivity. Two compatibility conditions hold at the 

boundary separating the reservoir from the cap rock. Tne temperature 

distribution at the interface between the reservoir anci the cap rock is 

continuous. i.e •• 
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T (:x,y,O+,t) = T (:x,y,0-,t) 
C r 

The flu:x at the interface 1.s also continuous, i.e., 

oT + 
k~(x,y.O,t)= 

C oz 

oT 
r -

k -::-(x,y,O ,t) r oz 

The energy flux vanishes at infinity, i.e., 

cT 
Lim k ~ ( x,y,z,t) = 0 

C vZ z-+-a:> 

(2) 

(3) 

( 4) 

The boundary condition at infinity (4) can be specified as either a 

Dirichlet or a flux condition. Flux conditions are preferred in practical 

computations, as zero flux conditions insure conservation of energy in the 

discretized system. Zero energy flux conditions are applied at the 

boundary of the region anx(Q,co). The corresponding differential systems 

governing energy anci ~aterial conservation in the reservoir system are not ,, 

important to this investigation. 

In many physical applications exhibiting a high Peclet number, such as 

continuous steam drive. operations, the areal energy transfer tems 

appearing in (l) are inconsequential at practical discretization sizes. 

This conclusion is demonstrated experimentally by both Chase and O'Dell [4] 

and Coats et. al. [l]. The treatment of areal heat conduction is likewise 

omitted in this investigation. For flow regimes exhibiting lo1w Peclet 

numbers, an explicit treatoent of areal energy transfer 1.s readily 

incorporated in the framework developed below. Preliminary computational 

results indicate that an explicit treatment in time of areal energy 

transport is sufficient to insure convergence for systeos exhibiting low 
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Peclet numbers. Such systems arise in computations involving reservoir 

blowdoim. Details regarding the e}:plicit treatment of the areal energy 

transfer terms are omitted for purposes of brevity. 

1. Discretization 

Under tne assumption that the effect of areal energy transfer 1.s 

small, the cap rock is effectively partitioned into manifold semi-infinite 

systems oi a single space variable. Tbese one dimensional systems, which 

are considered computational molecules Di, are in one to one correspondence 
C 

with computational molecules r,l. 
··ru contained in the upper area 1 plane of the 

discretized reservoir. The computational molecules associated with the 

reservoir system are discussed 1.n greater length in an earlier report [8], 

and an illustration is forthcoming. The approximate differential equation 

governing energy conservation in each computational molecule n~ is 

i 
~ . aT . . . 

_g__k1 __ c = 
OZ C c;Z 

( 1 Cl Tl ) 
pc C C t 

/ 

( 5) 

A sche:natic representation of a typical reservoir and cap rock system 

associated with block centered finite difference techniques is illustrated 

in Figure l for the x-z plane. A sche1.1atic representation of the base rock 

is oi:..itted 1n Figure l, al though the under burden is treated 1n practical 

calculations. Typical couplings between the computational elements is 

indicated in Figure l. Single bars indicate typical couplings between 

neighboring reservoir computational molecules. Double bars indicate 

typical couplin.;s between the cap rock anci the reservoir. 

indicate typical well couplings. 
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Assume that the cap rock calculations can be decoupled £row the 

reservoir computations, an assumption which is validated below. Under this 

assu~ption, two sets of bounaary conditions co~pletely determine the 

solution of (5). The boundary condition at infinity 1s readily applied. A 

seconc boundary condition is not readily available, as neither the boundary 

temperature nor the energy flux at the boundary are known in practice. For 

a procedure which employs a finite ciifference technique to model vertical 

reservoir variations, the temperature is assumed to be a discontinuous 

constant within each individual computational molecule. It 1s consistent 

with the discontinuous constant interpretation to enforce Dirichlet 

boundary conditions at the reservoir boundary using the temperature Tl 
ru 

l associated with the computational molecule n coupled with the cap rock 
ru 

,..l -system u under 
C 

consideration. A · similar set oi boundary conditions are 

utilized in the Lauwerier theory [ 9]. The energy flux is post calculated 

using the re_sul ting approximate solution to ( 5). 
,/ 

The above discussion assumes that the reservoir temperature T1 i.s 
ru 

independent of the energy flux. This assumption is not in general true. 

In practical al)plications, the coupling of Ti with the energy flux is 
ru 

treated using the superposition principle developed by Coats et. al. [l]. 

Let {O,z
0

,z
1

, ••• ,zn} denote a partition of the z axis of the fort. 

n+l 
{O,l,3,7, ••• ,2 -1}. In practical field calculations the partition is 

computed 1.n units of feet. A geometric partition of this form is used 

since the physical solution at points near the interface between the 

reservoir and the cap rock is much more sensitive to perturbations in the 

boundary conaitions than at points far fro..: the interface. Coats et. al. 

[l] also use a partition which is finer near the interface than at 
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infinity, although they do not report the exact form of this partition. 

The zero flux condition at infinity is imposed at a large, finite 

value of z, as computational methods do not treat the point at infinity in 

any oeaningful fashion. The value of n -..,bich is sufficient to insure 

convergence in practical settings is detemineci by applying the flux 

calculation procedure (12) which is derived below for various values of n. 

Representative cap rock data, boundary data, and initial data used in this 

study 1.s presented in Table- l. Figure 2 illustrates the computational 

results for various values of n. Table 2 presents the calculated value of 

tne energy flux at five years. This study illustrates that applying a zero 

flux condition at 127 feet is adequate for practical calculations. 

Associated with each node z. 1s a function w.(z) given by 
l. l 

z-z i-1 
z. 

1
<z<z. t z .-z. l 1.- l. 

l. 1.-
z. 

1
-z 

w. ( z) 1.+ 
z.<z<z. 

1 = t ,,. 
l. z. 

1
-z. l. 1.+ 1.+ l. . 

0 t otherwise 

(6) 

An additional linear spline function which is unity at the interface 

between the reservoir and toe cap rock anG vanishes at z 0 , which is denoted 

as w (z), is also defined in a manner similar to that indicated by (6). 
r 

These functions are defined on the interval [0,z ]. An approximation T
1 

to n a 

the true temperature distribution Ti 
C 

in each cap rock computational 

1 l l. . . . f . rue ecu e [; 1.s written as a linear coi::bination of these basis unctions. 
C 

This representation taKes the form 
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i T (z,t) 
a 

= Tl (t) w (z) + 
ru r 

n 

) Ti_(t) w .(z) 
... J J 

J=O 
( 7) 

The approximation to the temperature distribution is set to the initial 

temperature distribution if z is greater than z • 
n 

The definite integrals 

that are used in the resulting procedure are signified by 

z 
(u,v) = J n u(z)v(z) ciz 

0 
( 8) 

An approximation to (5) obeying the Dirichlet boundary condition at 

zero and the zero flux boundary conoi tion at a large value of Z l.S 
n 

obtained by enforcing a weak form of the partial differential equation to 

hold for all indices jdO,l, ••• ,n}. 

equation is given by 

Tne weak form of the differential 

. aTi c>w . . . . 
( · 1 a ___i) ( i ci Ti ) = O 

i<C az' oz + pc C a' W j t 

/ 

The zero flux boundary condition at z is enforced ,~eakly in 
n 

( 9) 

( 9). A 

backward Euler time discretization is applied to ( 9) to insure stability. 

The resulting linear syste~ has full rank and is a tridiagonal system with 

n+l equations and n+l unknowns. 

The resulting numerical method is, in practice, a disaster. Consider 

the sample problem which obeys the data presented in Table 1. After a 

simulated time of sixty days, the computed solution el:hibits severe 

oscillations. Both the nodal values of the computed solution and the exact 

solution at these locations after sixty simulated days are presented in 

Table 3. The exact solution of this sample problem is monotonically 

~ecreasin~ with respect to distance frow the reservoir and cap rock 
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interiace. Figure 3 illustrates the variation of te.::;perature with respect 

to distance from the interface separating the reservoir and the cap rock at 

a time oi five years. Figure 3 clearly indicates unphysical behavior in 

the approximate solution generated using (9). as the maxi.tlum physical 

temperature encountered using these boundary conditions is 400 °F. 

The oscillatory behavior is clamped by lumping the time oerivative 

integrals. Using lumping. the temperature distribution in the cap rock is 

calculated using 

. Tl. . 
• Cl ow . . . . 

( k 1 ~ • ~ ) + ( p 
1 C 1 T 1. w . • w . ) = 0 

C oz OZ C C J J J t 

• (10) 

A backward Euler discretization in time is also applied to (10) to insure 

stability. The linear system deteroineci by (10) has full rank and is a 

tridiagonal system in n+l equations and n+l unknowns. 

Table 3 illustrates that the approximate solutio~ obtained using (10) 

exhibits the proper monotonic behavior. Illustrated in Figure 3 is tbe 

computed solution using (10) for the sa;:;:iple system after five simulated 

years. Excellent agreement is observed between the approxi.raate and exact 

solutions. The calculated solution possesses a maximuo value of 400 °Fat 

the boundary separating the reservoir and tne cap rock regions. 

~. ~ Calculations 

Let '"1 (t) a·enote h fl ~ .L. t e energy u:,; trom t:Oe cap rock computational 

molecule to the reservoir computational molecule \iheeler [6] 

develops a proceaure for the accurate determination of the energy flux at 

the boundary of a domain which is based upon a post processing of the 
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computed temperature distribution. This approximation to the flux vector 

1.s demonstrated to exhibit superconvergence properties under certain 

assumptions by Douglas, Dupont, \\!heeler [7]. Under certain conditions a 

superconvergent approximation to the energy flux is calculated using the 

approximate solution from (9) and 

r 1 Ct) 
i aT: owr i i i 

= ( k -,,- , -;-- ) + ( p C T , \v ) 
C uZ ..,z C C a r t 

• (11) 

As the temperature distribution generated by ( 9) is not accurate, it is 

essential to modify (11) to incorporate the lumping which is used to dampen 

the oscillatory behavior. 

calculations by 

Lumping is incorporated 

. ciTi ow 
( .l a r) (ii i ) = Kc --;-z • T"'z + P C T w ' w v ., c c ru r r t 

Although both ( 11) and (12) 
,, 

are expressed as 

into the flux 

• (12) 

continuous ti.me . 
approximations, stable oackward Euler in time schemes are obtainea 1.n ., 

straight forward fashion. 

The energy flux calculated using a oackward Euler in time version of 

(12) l.S a linear funct~on of the boundary temperature Ti• 
ru 

The slope 

~l.(t) and the intercept I'~(t) are in practice calculated us~ni the 

principle of superposition 1.n the manner described by Coats et. al. [1]. 

The coefficients LJ'
1
(t) and I'~(t) are constant for a given ti.me step length 

anc the current state of the cap rock temperature distrioution. The 

resulting flux estimate is a linear function of the form 
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• (13) 

The fluj: estimate (13) appears in the discrete energy balance equation 

6overning the corresponaing cowputational wolecule of the reservoir. 

The flux calculation procedure indicated by (12) is tested by 

considering a sample flow reversal proolem whicn possesses an analytical 

solution. Data for this experiment is similar to that found in Table 1. 

The boundary condition at the interface between the reservoir and the cap 

rock is varied at six month intervals. T1 is set to 400 cF for the first 
ru 

six months of every year and to 100 cF for the final six months. Interface 

tewperature oscillations of this form are encountered in cyclic steam 

stimulation. The approximate and exact total energy flux into the cap rock 

are compared in Figure 4. The agreement bet.-)een the numerical and the 

exact solution is excellent. The maximum relative error in this example is 

two percent • 

.5,. Conclusions 

The cowputational results presented in this investigation demonstrate 

the necessity of applying lumping to integrals involving time derivatives 

in a practical setting. 
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Table 1 

Sample Data 

pee c 30 btu / cu ft I OF 

. i 
30 btu / ft / day / OF K 

C 

Ti 
0 

100 OF 

Ti 400 OF 
ru 

dt l day 

t [0,5] years 

Table 2 

Computed Energy Flux after Five 
Years for Various Values of n 

n r ( btu / day / sq ft ) 

5 4.85 
6 89.00 
7 121.88 
8 122.30 

exact 118.69 
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Table 3 

Nodal Values of the Solution 
After Sixty Sir;,ulated Days 

z Equation 9 Equation 10 Exact 

0 400 400 400 
l 440 377 37 8 
3 386 323 335 
7 289 250 257 

15 154 141 151 
31 95 102 101 
63 101 100 100 

127 99 100 100 
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